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a ham sandwich and a piece of heart
By Kari Xavier III

NP Avenue, Fargo, is hardly
the winter wonderland people
dream about and is not the most
desirable center to purchase
Christmas gifts for family and
friends. About the only
Christmas spirit recognizable is
in an 80-proof whiskey jug or a
cheap bottle of
fruit wine.
Alcoholics are plentiful —
shoppers scarce.
Below zero Christmas
weather is here ; dogs avoid fire
hydrants, little rosy-cheeked
kids drink hot chocolate, college
students purposely over-sleep
early morning classes, the
business world consumes more
coffee and old folks remember
"how it was back then".

Pepper found a gift in a sleazy cafe. Photo by David Benning.

Yes, 'tis the season to be
jolly; excited children sit on
Santa's knee and ask, "Can I
have...?" and drunks sit on
saggy beds in flea bag hotel
rooms and ask, "What do I
have...?"
Pepper asks the same
question. He's a shabby bum, an
NP Avenue resident. Pepper
lives in one of those drafty
hotels, wears the same dirty,
baggy overalls, worn boots and
smelly coat every day.
Money is no problem, because
he normally does not have any.
Bottled magic performs tricks
in his head before noon making
the whole day hateful.
It is Christmas time for
Pepper too and he did his yule
tide shopping early.
His
"pocket hole" budget did not
allow him to shop at Herbst,
Young America, Stereoland or
Bob Fritz Sporting Goods, but
he did purchase a present.

Downtown shoppers rush in
and out of crowded department
stores and boutique shops
looking for the gift that has
never been given. Jovial
customers consume warm tasty
meals in clean wood paneled
Pepper did his shopping at a
restaurants.
sleazy cafe that serves Polish
sausage, sauerkraut and greasy
NP Avenue bums trudge from fried potatoes as a seven day
one smoke-filled dark bar to special. The coffee, quite old,
another hoping
some has the flavor of New York
bartender will give rather than drinking water and looks just
receive.
as murky.

Presents aren't wrapped with
shiny multi-colored paper and
tied with silky ribbon or fanciful
bows. Pepper's gift was
carelessly placed in a brown
paper bag and folded at the top.
A blurred mind and wasted
body did not stop Pepper from
helping his friend Chester, a
sick and bedridden wino.
A slightly dried ham and
cheese sandwich certainly does
not have the worth of gold,
frankincense or myrrh, but to
Chester the sandwich was the
Crown Jewels of England, its
value priceless.
Other drunks in the cafe,
razzed Pepper for squandering
the little pocket money he had.
Pepper just mumbled foul
words and staggered out the
door.
Pepper probably does not
give a damn about the world, to
him, it never gave a damn.
Most likely he does not even
recall past events, the alcohol
has taken care of that. His life
means little to many people,
yet he gave the best gift, not a
crusty sandwich, but a piece of
his heart. Merry Christmas
Pepper!

MPIRG missing student financial support
By Steve Webber
Is the Minnesota Public
Interest Research Group
(MPIRG) a ripoff?
A1 Mitzel, state MPIRG
representative and member of
the executive council of six,
says no, "I am quite sure that
Moorhead State College
students are not being cheated
if they decide to donate a dollar
toward our cause.
At the time of winter quarter
tuition donations to the college,
MPIRG attempted to draw a
dollar from each student as a
separate checkoff on their fee
statement.
That drive netted MPIRG
approximately $1,075 or only 25
per cent of the student support.
If during spring quarter tuition
collections MPIRG fails again
to receive 50 per cent of the
student backing, they will be
lost as a member at MSC and
must re-petition the students if
they wish to return.
"Our problem", Mitzel
explained, "is that not enough
students are aware of the
invaluable service that MPIRG
is offering to the state of
Minnesota in the areas of
consumer affairs, urban
d e v e l o p m e n t
a n d
transportation, the agriculture
a n d food i n d u s t r y ,
environmental quality and
occupational safety and
health."

case for us to attempt
intervention in the stipulation
negotiatiation under the Rights
Act. This would give us an
opportunity to challenge the
PCA's theory that intervention
is only appropriate when a
Of this budget, the largest formal hearing is ordered.
portion goes to payment of
salaries for the staff lawyers on
the state level.

Operating under a projected
budget of $216,000 for 1972-73,
MPIRG has collected only
$192,000 with the University of
Minnesota contributing the
largest amount.

Intervention would allow us to now be found on the shelves of
participate in discussions on the local merchants, and the rights
stipulation agreement and o f s t u d e n t s w h o r e n t
would impose a burden on the apartments.
agency to negotiate the toughest
As Mitzel explained, the
possible cleanup schedule."
biggest contribution that the
Also a priority at present is a student can make, regardless of
study of dangerous toys that can
Continued on Page 2

directory topic of new campus carol

What most students
misunderstand, according to
Mitzel, is that their dollar, even
though it does leave the local
area and pay salaries on the
state level, is beneficial to
everyone throughout the state.
Of the $1,075 collected,
approximately 10 per cent is
retained by the local chapter for
financing of local projects.
Each chapter picks one major
project for which the state
chapter lends one of its lawyers
to spearhead any legal action
that may be necessary.
At the top position on the list
of the MSC chapter is the
problem of pollution by the
sugar beet factory located in
north Moorhead.
In a letter to Mitzel from an
MPIRG staff attorney, MPIRG
states: "We might consider
filing an Environmental Rights
Act law suit against the plant. I
believe this would have the
effect of making the company
negotitate more quickly with
the pollution control agency. It
might also be an appropriate

Oh where, oh where has our
directory gone.
.Oh where, oh where can it be.
These are the lyrics of a new
hit song sweeping the campus.
Students are whistling it on the
way to their classes; faculty
members are humming it
during their lectures.;
administrators are mumbling it
during their tenure decisions;
and janitors are scrubbing to it.
The success of the new hit
tune stems from the fact that
the faculty-student-staff tele
phone directory will not be
available until Jan. 3, according
to Howard Binford, the
publisher of the directory.

Until this year, Binford
published directories for the tricollege schools. However,
Concordia and NDSU decided to
publish their own directories
this year leaving Binford
publishing only the MSC
directory.
According to Binford, "the
MSC directory has always been
a loser, but the advertising sold
for the NDSU and Concordia
directories made the total
venture a paying proposition."

Urban renewal in downtown
Moorhead hasn't helped the
directory effort either. Binford
noted that many of the firms
who have helped the directory
in the past are not there
anymore.

"I certainly don't want any
part of it next year. It is
impossible for anyone to make
the directory a profitable
venture. The college has never
spent a penny on the publication
Binford says, "It is just too which is free to faculty,
difficult to sell only MSC students, and staff of the
advertising because MSC does college," Binford added.
not have as many solid friends
in the community as Concordia
Binford suggested the
and NDSU."
administration, the Student
Senate, or SUPB take over the
Binford also pointed out that publication of the directory
the three directories were although he does not know how
printed
together
at a any of these groups would
considerable saving.
finance it.

Binford,
aware of the
popularity of the new song,
attributes
this
delay
to his inability to secure enough
advertising revenue, the sole
Binford acknowledged losing
source of financing the advertising revenue this year to
directory.
the Advocate now that it is a
stable newspaper and to
"I'll be lucky to break even programs for MSC theater and
and pay basic costs this year," athletic events.
Binford said.

The directory could be
subsidized if sold for fifty cents
or a dollar. Better yet, perhaps
next year's directory could be
funded from the royalties of the
hit song.
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users of timesharing computer system organize
Dr. Martin Holoien, director
of the Moorhead State College
Computer Center, was recently
elected first president of a new
state organization representing
colleges that are utilizing
timesharing computer services
for educational purposes.
Formal name of the
organization is MERITSS Users
Association (MUA). MERITSS

stands for Minnesota
Educational Regional
Interactive Time-Sharing
System, created in 1971 after
the Minnesota Legislature that
year approved funds to help
establish a timesharing
computer service for use by
colleges and schools in the
state.
Legislative allocations
enabled a Control Data

Corporation 6400 Computer
System to be installed at a
University of Minnesota site in
September 1971 and linked to all
educational users willing to pay
a minimum fee for access lines.
Besides helping students and
instructors in mathematics,
business, chemistry and
physics courses at MSC utilize
the new service, Dr. Holoien

Lite Brite, Kenner's Easy
Curl, Newborn Baby, Melody
Xylophone, Dolly and Me, HiGlo Fluorescent Paint, and
Bullwinkle Flexible Doll —
what images do these names
conjure up in one's memory?.
Certainly not images of
children being electrocuted,
gashed, punctured, choked or
possible poisoned. Yet many
toys currently on FargoMoorhead store shelves are
either currently banned by the
Food and Drug Administration
or are ostensibly dangerous to
children.
Almost a year ago the
Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group (MPIRG)
conducted a dangerous toy
survey in Minneapolis, St. Paul,
and St. Cloud aimed at
uncovering
potentially
dangerous toys and making the
public aware of them.

The survey was successful, as
it forced banned toys off the
shelves and made both
merchants and the public aware
of what toys can do to
unsuspecting children.
Working with the definition,
according to the Toy Safety Act,
that a dangerous toy is "in
normal use or. when subjected to
reasonably foreseeably damage
or abuse its design or
manufacture may cause
personal injury or illness,"

JlUtC&idDIAMOND
RINGS

seven Concordia students and
some from Moorhead State who
work with MPIRG, surveyed
the community to find
dangerous toys.

NEUBARTH'S

'The City Hall is Just Across
The Street"
in MOORHEAD

Other officers serving with
Dr. Holoien on the first MUA
Executive Board are: Thomas
Sturm of St. Thomas College,
recording secretary; Walter
Fishel of the University of
Minnesota, education
committee chairman;
Jack
Kramer of Northland State
Junior College, programming
committee chairman;
Christopher Bingham of the
University of Minnesota and
David Forsythe of Winona State
College,
publications
committee chairmen.

235-3109

Tri-College News
Exchange organized
A tri-college news exchange service has been formed by
newspaper editors from Moorhead State College, Concordia
College and North Dakota State University.
Called the Tri-College News Service, the news exchange
service will provide a flow of information between the
school's three newspapers, the Advocate, the Concordian
and the Spectrum.
Advocate editor Steven Bond said the service will "be a
tremendous help in coverage of tri-college events and will
provide better communication between the three area
schools."
"There are three college newspapers in Fargo-Moorhead.
Until now, there has been little cooperation between them,"
he said. "There is no reason why we shouldn't take
advantage of the situation."
The Tri-College News Service will begin operating this
week.

Tom s ParkTowers House of Beauty 501 So.

VIAN DELS
3 DAYS ONLY
SALE! SALE! SALE!

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY

A GREAT SELECTION OF
OUR BEST SELLING PANTS!
FROM BOTH
MISSEY& JUNIOR DEPTS.

MPIRG from Page 1
whether they paid their dollar,
is a donation of their time.
Interested students may
contact Mitzel at 233-2541, or at
the MPIRG office which is
located on the second floor of
the Comstock Memorial Union
next to the Student Senate
office, 236-2757.
In the formative stage at
present is a proposal whereby a

member of Citizens Advocating
Public Utilities Responsibility
(CAPUR) of which MPIRG is
affiliated, would sit on the board
of directors at Northern States
Power Comp.
Action of this type would set
an important precedent by
making that member a
watchdog on the utility and
making secret information
available to the public.

Stop In At Stereoland's
Year-End Clearance
Through Dec. 31, 1972
7teev 'fyean!

• Registered
•Insured
Choose with confidence

earlier this month.

Dr. Holoien, who is also
chairman of the MSC
Department of Computer
Science, served on the 6-man
steering committee that
prepared the constitution and
by-laws which representatives
of about 80 users of MERITSS
adtoped in the MUA
Toys considered harmful organizational meeting held
included those with puncture,
mechanical, electrical and fire
and combustion hazards and
toxic properties.

dangerous toys in stores
By Barbara Eiden,
The Concordian,
Tri-College News Service

helped Concordia College,
Moorhead Senior High, Fargo's
two senior highs and a
consortium of six smaller high
schools in Borup, Ada, Gary,
Fertile, Twin Valley and
Waubun obtain access lines to
the new service.

Ken's Brookdale Liquors
LARGEST SELECTION OF AMERICAN
AND IMPORTED WINES
IN THIS AREA
CHILLED WINES
KEG BEER

233-2222

Values to $22.00
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
BRANDS. SELECT FROM
MANY STYLES IN
INTERESTING
WASHABLE
FABRICS

OPEN
EVERY
NIGHT
TIL
CHRISTMAS
EXCEPT
SATURDAY

DOWNTOWN
FARGO

USE YOUR CHARGE OR CREDIT CARDS

students can get food
stamps if qualified
By Carol Braun
stamps, Johnson says, except
Students can be eligible for that the applicant must acutally
f o o d s t a m p s a n d f o o d live in Cass County, and the
commodities in Clay and Cass conditions of an economic unit
counties if they meet certain are not so stringent. Under the
requirements, according to food commodities program,
officials from both counties' unrelated students sharing an
welfare departments. Clay apartment need only report the
County, Minnesota has a food i n c o m e of e a c h h o u s h o l d
stamp program while Cass member and have one person
County, North Dakota, has a apply as head of the household.
food commodities program.
Once accepted into the food
Neither county has both.
stamp program, a houshold
Susan Emmel, Clay County buys the food stamps for a small
food stamps clerk, explained, amount of money based on
"A student can receive food family size and net monthly
stamps just like anyone else, if income, and receives a larger
he qualifies under the eligibility value of food stamps which can
requirements. The fact that he's b e s p e n t l i k e m o n e y a t
a student doesn't really have participating food stores.
anything to do with it — it
Food stamps cannot be used
neither especially qualifies him to buy alchohol, tobacco,
or disqualifies him."
imported foods, (except coffee,
The same is true of the food tea, bananas and cocoa) paper
commodities
p r o g r a m , products or pet foods.
according to Alvin Johnson,
According to Johnson, there is
assistant director of the Cass a auestion of the legality of
County Welfare Board.
owing students to participate in
In order to be eligible for food the food commodities program,
stamps in Clay County, a person however, he says until his office
or household must have a is told otherwise, they will
monthly income that does not continue to do so. "There are
exceed maximum standards, two sides to the issue," he says,
cooking facilities, reside in Clay "Some people feel that we
County and must form a family should help students since they
or an economic unit.
will some day be productive
Emmel stated that it is the taxpaying citizens. Other feel
last requirement that many that anyone who can afford to
students fail to meet, since go to school can afford to buy
rather than living alone or with food."
brothers, sisters, spouse or
children, most students share
apartments with several
persons unrelated to them.
These households do not
qualify as economic units
b e c a u s e e v e n t h o u g h t h e By Craig Wilson
students generally share rent
A Student Opinion Survey has
and food costs, they handle been established at Moorhead
o t h e r e x p e n s e s s u c h a s State College as a method of
r e c r e a t i o n a l o r m e d i c a l obtaining student attitudes
separately. In a true economic c o n c e r n i n g
b o t h
unit, each person's needs are c o n t r o v e r s i a l
and
met by a common fund, without noncontroversial issues. The
regard to ability or willingness first survey will begin Jan. 3.
to share expenses.
Students who doqualify as a
Approved by the Student and
family or economic unit must Faculty Senates, the survey will
a l s o c o n f o r m t o i n c o m e use a random selection of 250
requirements. Households with students for each sample.
one member cannot exceed $178 Students will be selected by the
n e t m o n t h l y i n c o m e ; t w o Computer Center.
members, $233; three
members, $307; four members,
Questions and issues for
$373, and five members, $440. polling will be suggested from
The requirement that every s t u d e n t s , f a c u l t y a n d
household member over 18 a d m i n i s t r a t i v e p e r s o n s o r
either be employed or register groups on campus. The poll
for employment is waived for board and a faculty consultant
anyone who is at least hMf-time will refine questions submitted
student.
to them for inclusion in the
Requirements for the food questionaire.
commodities program in Cass
County
are practically
Student volunteers from the
identical to those of food
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An average family's commodities for a month. Photo by David
Benning.

Advocate conducts poll
By Jean Farrand and
Kim Snyder
In a random sampling
recently conducted by the
Advocate, Moorhead State
College students revealed an
apathetic attitude of students
towards the Student Senate. _
The results of the survey
generally indicated that many
students were disinterested in
student government at MSC.
The following are the results
from the telephone poll:
1. Have you ever gone to a
Student Senate meeting? Yes —
8 per cent, No — 92 per cent,

2. Do you know who the
Student Senate President is?
Yes — 56 per cent, No — 44 per
cent.
3. Do you know where the
Senate holds its meetings? Yes
— 62 per cent, No — 38per cent.
4. Do you know what day and
time the Senate meets? Yes —
24 per cent, No — 76 per cent.
5. Do you know who any
Senators are? Yes — 72 per
cent, No — 28 per cent.

7. Do you think the Senators
could do a better job of relating
to the students? Yes — 81 per
cent, No — 19 per cent.
Complete apathy was
indicated in 12 per cent of those
questioned. This was shown by
the students' total ignorance of
the Senate and finalized when
they answered the question,
"Could Student Senators better
relate to students?"; no.

Another indication of student
apathy was revealed when only
6. Have you ever talked to a 8 per cent of those polled said
Student Senator? Yes — 38 per they had ever gone to a Senate
cent, No — 62 per cent
meeting. A possible explanation
for this result is the fact that
only 24 per cent of the students
know what day and what time
the Senate meets.
write brief reports indicating
results of the poll.
The survey also disclosed that
although 72 per cent of the
T h e s e r e p o r t s w i l l b e students polled would recognize
provided to those organizations at least one Senator only 38 per
whose questions were polled, as cent had ever talked with one
well as to the media who will about student affairs.
publish results for the
campus and community.
One possible conclusion that
can be drawn from this survey
Anyone wishing to submit is that both the students and the
questions or issues for the poll Student Senators have a large
may write Trisha Moore, Box responsibility ahead of them to
334.
improve their relationship.

opinion survey established

Waldorf Liquors
718 MAIN, FARGO

First Package Store Across
The Bridge On Main Ave.

COLD WINES - COLD BEER
' , GAL. WHISKEY FOR PARTIES

OFF-SALE SPECIALS
GOING ON ALWAYS
OPEN TILL 1A.M.

Spurs and A.P.O. will be
assigned a number of students
to call within a five day period
designated for the poll. The
interviewers will read
instructions and the questions
over the phone and record the
student's responses.
The student poll staff, with
assistance of the faculty
consultant, will tabulate
responses to each question,
construct frequency tables and
Fresh Crop
of California
Dried Fruits

^ Tochi
F Products
C

6

303 ROBERTS ST.
FARGO - 232-7700
A Fine Selection of Natural
Foods, Indian and Oriental
Food.
MANY LOVELY AND
SPECIAL GIFT ITEMS NOW ON SALE!!!

"Willies

DRIV£ tN LIQUORS
229 1st. AVE. N. MOORHEAD

Moorhead's Best
Liquor Store

Import Domestic's 1st Annual
Christmas Snowmobile Sale

Save On 73 Scorpions
AND SCORPION WEAR
Saturday, December 16th—10 a.m.-5 p.m.

MACHINES ON THE DISPLAY IN TRAILER AT

IMPORT DOMESTIC MOTORS
1101 Center Ave., Moorhead
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The Student Cooperative Union, designed to utilize the
potential economic power of F-M college students, is
theoretically a sound concept.
But, once again, such a concept has failed when efforts
were made to implement it.
The idea of a student business cooperative has been
tossed back and forth for quite some time. John Kingrey,
who resigned as the MSC student vice president last week,
is given credit for the present Student Cooperative Union
which began last fall.
It was designed to establish price discounts for students
who shopped at certain local businesses.
However, the present cooperative falls far short of
demonstrating any student economic power. Only 15 local
businesses have joined, many of which would seldom be
visited by students.
As a result of the poor response, few students have shown
interest in the Student Cooperative Union, and have failed
to reap its potential benefit.
It should be clear that F-M college students do possess a
potential economic power. MSC, Concordia and North
Dakota State University comprise over 13,000 of the
approximate 80,000 people living in Fargo-Moorhead. MSC
Student Senate President David Strauss says he has learned
that the annual cash flow from the college students into
local business averages about $400 per student.
When multiplied by the number of F-M college students,
the total cash flow each year exceeds $5,000,000. Although
only a fraction of the total business revenue, this is still a
very substantial figure.
The failure of the Student Cooperative Union seems to lie
in the inability of the three school's student governments to
coordinate their efforts and jointly sponsor its operation.
The present cooperative is basically an MSC brainchild.
Strauss says that in order for a strong union to ever come
about, all three schools must work together.
"It must be a joint effort in order to avoid duplication, and
maximize manpower and resources."
However, all three of the student body presidents indicate
their lack of time and preoccupation with immediate
campus proceedings.
NDSU Student President Paul Branier says the potential
for Tri-College projects is tremendous, but that for some
reason, the three student governments have never really
gotten together. Concordia Student President Mark Halaas
agrees and admits that his school has done little to aid the
Student Cooperative Union.
Strauss claims that, in order for the cooperative to really
function, a large work force must be willing to personally
contact area businessmen and convince them that it would
be profitable to offer student discounts. Businessmen were
notified of the present cooperative through mass mailing.
Strauss says that, in order for a large and willing work
force to come about, salaries must be offered as an
incentive.
It seems the best means for obtaining this type of
organization would be for all three colleges to share
expenses.
Many businessmen are outraged over the thought of
offering student discounts.
Roger Young, executive vice president of the Moorhead
Area Chamber of Commerce, says, "You would find a great
deal more merchants giving discounts if they could be
shown its value."
Young says that, while it might be beneficial for some
businesses to offer student discounts, others would receive
no benefits.
Last spring, when the MSC Student Senate first discussed
the possibility of a cooperative, there was talk of student
boycotts of certain businesses that failed to join the union.
Although Young was against any "militant approach," he
said students definitely have the right to boycott
businesses and said this could only be done if the Student
Cooperative Union was highly disciplined.
The present cooperative is hardly disciplined. In order for
a strong and disciplined union to come about, it seems steps
will have to be taken to somehow expand the list of
consenting local businesses.
Like Strauss says, this can only be done through personal
contact with merchants by a well-organized and salaried
staff.
And it seems the only way such a staff will ever be
formed is if all three F-M colleges are involved through
their student governments.
If a substantial number of local stores become part of the
cooperative and if students can see the value in shopping
only at their stores, then there will finally be some visible
student economic power.

A
advocate

-v, _

The Moorhead State College Advocate is published weekly by Moorhead
State College, Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year, except during
quarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the college administration, faculty or student body.
Editorial offices are located on the ground floor, northside, Comstock
Memorial Student Union. Phone numbers are 236-2551 and 2552. The
Advocate is printed by Lakes Publishing Co., Detroit Lakes, Minn., and
printed in Hawley, Minn.
Before it can be considered for publication, any story or feature material
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not all Co-op members satisfied a friend for pregnant
B> Kevin Johnson

NDSU Spectrum

Tri-College News Service

rion
Union which formulated last
spring is working, but not all
members are satisfied.
John Kingrey, who was
credited with the idea, will no
longer
• . be , associated ,with the,
project, due to a leave of
absence on mternship.
Concordta s president Mark
Halass, is in charge of the Co-

Rentage Mrtse it is hard to
tell. We ve had a lot of requests
and sold some tires," Andy
Anderson of B. F. Goodrich and
Fargo Tire said about the
Union.
Betty Davis, Bon Valet,
,.,t seems
expressed
„ut a|r
, work
workj
counters and students are using
e
it »

TmatiVmnere'd KingrefnaidConcordia, but IVereaUy been
hannv with NDSTT "
"I think NFKTT nrint»H
6 000 notices which the c. j ^
Senate has naid for" ifno
continued "Thev'r'e the nn7
Th6X " ^ °^y
to nlan cVem
^
S
l"g
year"
°F "
The businesses offe-ring
Hiorvc bupineusse® ottering
discounts in the Co-operative
union are both pleased and
displeased with the student
turnout.
Glen Akins, Akins
Electric, said, "We haven't had
anybody."
"A few have been in.

"We have had some but they
fh" uf when they come in
they re supposed to,"
Darlene Hellden, Duling Optical
pointed out.
Many of the
members of the Co-operative
Union complain that students do
tell them that they are going
to use the discount and
therefore the students takes up
more
afterwards when the
pnce ^ t0 be reflgured
some members, such as Boyd
Knom, Knox Music Center, are
not surprised about poor
turnouts. "We haven't had any
reaction to it. Ours is a larger
item.
We haven't had any
requests, but that's not

r

surprising," Knom said.
There are some members
who are satisfied with the
Union. "There have been quite
a few (students), mostly for
fabrics and patterns," Dennis
Darfield, Singer Sewing
Center, said.
"If I were to do this over
again, I would divide up the
work evenly between the
colleges," Kingrey said. "Then
each college would get about 100
businesses that could be
contacted directly."
Kingrey fears students have
been scared by discounts set up
in the past that have fallen
through.
"We've done everything we
possibly can; I'd like" to see the
businesses do their part,"
Kingrey said. "I know a couple
of the places didn't even post
the signs we gave them,
Students aren't going to be
aware if the stores don't
announce the discounts. I'd like
to see them take a little
initiative."

legal aid counsel available for students

By Jan Westra
A hypothetical situation: You
are an off-campus student who
is moving out of your present
residence and you go to pick up
your deposit from your
landlord. He will not give it
back because he says that you
left a "dirty mess."
Well, you had it cleaner than
when you came. Or he says that
there are marks all over the
walls. These were there when
you came. You really need this
money so what do you do?
Are you wishing you had
access to legal counsel?
MSC does have such an
opening in the person of Jay
Myster, assistant professor of
Accounting in the Business
Department.

Ikame

This counseling service
originally conceived by David
Strauss, Student Senate
President, has been in operation
since last year. The purpose of
this service is only to advise and
give information, not to give
legal representation.
The rise in demand for
counsel has led to the addition of
a second person to answer
questions, Don Wirres — a law
student in the Business
Department.
Myster stated that a
conciliation court (small claims
court) was established in Clay
County about three months ago.
Here is a brief description of
how the court works.
If your claim is under $300, go
to the Clerk of Court's office in

the county courthouse and file.
This will cost you $3. Trial is set
and a summons is sent to the
defendant.
Both parties bring their
witnesses and present their
case.
A mutual agreement is sought
by the judge. Judgment may be
appealed to the County Court
within 10 days.
Myster will have office hours
this quarter at 1 p.m.
Wednesdays in his office in the
Business Department, first
floor of Bridges Hall. He is
usually available during the
following times: Monday thru
Friday at 8a.m., 11a.m., and 35 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays
also at 9 a.m.

By Mary Ann Young
Girls who think they are
pregnant go to them for a free
pregnancy test and girls who
want a friend to talk to call
them.
"They" are Birthright, an
agency that serves both
married and unmarried
pregnant women in the FargoMoorhead area. Birthright is
located at 364 Sixth Ave. So. in
Fargo. Established in May of
this year, the Alternatives to
Abortion, Inc. — associated
organization, began aiding
women in this area to make a
decision concerning their
unborn child.
The purpose of the
organization is to "attempt to
serve in place of a friend' to put
the girls in the position of
thinking about their problem of
pregnancy objectively in a nonjudgemental atmosphere,"
stated Fielda Hattiwar,
publicity chairwoman. "After
she makes her decision, we
determine the areas of need and
refer the expectant mother to
one of our resources in the
community."
These resources could include
one of four doctors who
volunteered to be on a referral,
a social worker, a psychiatrist
(in extreme cases), or a
financial aid agency. "We're
just here to help," she said,
"we'd like to see the girls
continue the pregnancy but no
one can make that decision for
them."
If a girl thinks she is pregnant
she can call "a friend" 24 hours
a day at 237-9955. The volunteer
who is one of 50 in the
organization, will talk to the
woman and set up an
appointment in the next 24 to 48
hours for a pregnancy test. The
girl, under an assumed name, is
given the test in the laboratory
in the office by a volunteer

doctor. The woman is given the
results within 48 hours.
At this time she talks again
with the same volunteer who
tries to help her make her
decision.
If she decides to
remain with the Birthright
program her volunteer remains
in contact with her as a friend.
The worker can place the girl in
an unwed mother's home such
as Luther Hall or she can be
placed in a foster home or a
work-wage home.
Birthright was an
independent agency, organized
by Kathy Sornson and Char
Henning, until October when it
joined forces with the AAI
which gave it resources outside
of the Fargo Moorhead area.
Persons calling Birthright
range from very young
unmarried girls to married
women. Women receiving the
calls range from those in their
twenties to the "grandmotherly
type", many of whom have had
experience as nurses or social
workers or who have
experienced abortions.
According to Hattiwar,
Birthright can be more
effective than an agency such
as Hotline because it has fewer
calls so it has more time to deal
with individuals. They also
have an excess of resources in
Fargo-Moorhead and across the
country.
Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

HIBISCUS $350
TO 1250
WEDDING RING 200

ENCHANTING
Clarissa
What is more natural
than your love ?
And reflecting this love
is Clarissa.
With sunlight-polished
leaves of gold
A diamond solitaire;
the moon, the sun.
your love.
Branching out to snare
the feeling
of forevermore.
Clarissa.
All the things youare.
Exclusive Orange Blossom
Dealer in Fargo Moorhead

jrAHl-kS,
Fargo, North Dakota

Enchanting moments are
reflected forever in the
brilliance and beauty of a
Keepsake diamond ring.
Your very own, enchanting
Keepsake now awaits you.
REGISTERED

LAST CHANCE FOR A GREAT
CHRISTMAS GIFT FROM
91C Luncheon Special
Italian and American Foods
Prime Rib of Beef
(Baked in Rock Salt)....$2.50
Cocktails and Imported Wines
Hours: Mon-Fri llam-2pm
Mon.-Sat. 5pm-llpm
503 n. 7th Street

293-0110

6UNTHAR

Also Tapestries & Rugs
FARGO-MOORHEAD'S ONLY WATERBEO STORE

303 Roberts St. — Fargo — Phone 232-3033

Keepsake
DIAMOND

R I N G S

A beautiful gift with
each engagement ring
purchased.

Wimmer's
Jewelry
*10MAIN, FARGO
232-2008
OPEN MONDAY &
THURSDAY TILL9:00P.M.
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Student Senate meeting

dollars, tuition and SUPB discussed
By Jean Farrand and
program moral support, Lacy
Kirn Snyder
suggested that students would
Monday night at the Student f i n d i t i n t e r e s t i n g a n d
Senate meeting, such issues as rewarding to join a three way
the improvement of SUPB, the force with the administration
" D o l l a r s f o r S c h o l a r s " and faculty in the scholarship
program, and the opportunities drive.
A phonerama or a
for student lobbying against the telethon will be the next major
tuition rise were discussed.
fund raising project.
The
Dave Johnson, director of the Senate voted its full support to
New Center, also spoke to the the program.
Senate.

Chet Lacy, from the MSC
Foundation and an active
participant in the "Dollars for
Scholars" scholarship drive,
extended an invitation to
students to help the drive reach
its $25,000 goal. The drive has
already raised $11,000 and the
entire goal will probably be
reached. Besides giving the

Tom Lease, Treas. of SUPB,
Greg Pribula, music
coordinator, and Don Jenson,
Union Director, reported that
SUPB is experiencing a lack of
student volunteers and a
coordinating problem. A plea
for help was made to improve
such areas as recreation,
cultural arts and music. The
representatives stated that

SANTA'S SALE
. . $ 3.99
5
$4.98 LP's—NOW . . . 2.99

$5.98 LP's—NOW .

more professional help as well message from MSC President
as broader student support Roland Dille that encourages
w o u l d h e l p s o l v e t h e i r students to lobby against the
problems. The Student Senate tuition increase and visit their
offered some suggestions and legislators during Christmas
Funds paying for
adopted a resolution stating vacation.
that the Senators should report food shelter and transportation
SUPB's difficulties to their will be available to students
departments, the dorms and the
New Center.
Dave Johnson, director of the
New Center, informed the
Senate that the New Center
would submit three names from
which the Senate could select
the Senator from the New
Center at the Jan. 8th Student
A minor in astronomy, a
Senate meeting.
He also
extended an inviation to all major in American studies and
students to visit and ask four minority group studies
questions about the New Center. minor programs were approved
by the State College Board on
In the president's report, Wednesday, Nov. 28 according
D a v i d S t r a u s s r e l a y e d a to Dr.Robert A. Hansen, vice

new programs
to be offered

president of Academic Affairs,
The four minority group
studies programs are AfroAmerican, American Indian,
Mexican American and a
combination minority group
studies program.

Broadway
NEW RELEASES

$3.

ALBUMS

$3.99

8-TRACK TAPES

$5.49

W E B U Y A N D SELL U S E D LP'S

nenoRDS

during the week of Dec. 16 to
Dec. 23 for visits to area
legislators,
The Senate also voted to
change the time of their
meetings. Beginning Jan. 8,
Student Senate meetings will be
held at 5 p.m. Mondays.

*§§
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5 9 N 5 TH _ T - F A R G O . N DAK
PHONE 237-0431

119 Broadway, Fargo

Cross Country skiis
Nomad of Fargo

Phone 293-9555

.•

Equipment, Instructions, Rental

1140 N
8th St.
237-LOVE

PREGNANT AND
DISTRESSED?
FIND A FRIEND
CALL BIRTHRIGHT

237-9955

24 HOURS
A DAY

For your cold beer and kegs
Go To

THE BEER DEPOT
1301 5th St. So., Fargo

OPEN UNTIL 12:30 A.M.
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

Th^know what Regal offers ... great fashion looks at very
affordable prices.
If you're a Santa, gift yourself with a new pair of Reqal
shoes this Christmas. If you're a Ms. Claus, get into the
Regal shoe department at Straus and see what all the Santas
are excited about.
Could be you'll select one of the most liked gifts you ever
gave him. After all 9 out of 10 Santa Clauses wear Regal
yoiTsee

Y°U

t bel'eve us'

'ust ask

the next

10

Santas

S T R A U S STORES IN FftRGO. G R A N D FORKS. JAMESTOWN. SOUTH F O R K S . V A L L E Y CITY & WEST ACRES

arts &
entertainment
I entertainment calendar
Dec. 15 — SUPB
COFFEEHOUSE, National
Coffee House Circuit.

Herbst Playhouse, Islana
Park, Fargo, 8:15 p.m.

Dec. 17 — CHRISTMAS
Dec. 15, 16, 17 - WAIT CONCERT, North Dakota
UNTIL DARK, Emma K. State University, 4 p.m.

rage /

varsity choir, women's choir entertain
By Rebecca Landby

Without flowery analyzations,
it went well. M.S.C.'s Varsity
Choir and Women's Chorus
were under Weld's lights
Sunday night in their first
performance of the season, a
Christmas Concert.
The Varsity Choir began the
program with "Frostiana
(seven Country Songs)," a
Randall
Thompson-Robert
Frost composition. The stage

McDonough guides
old fashioned thriller
"Wait Until Dark", the F-M
Community Theater offering
for December, is the story of a
lost doll full of heroin, a blind
wife, and a little girl fighting the
villians in a Greenwich Village
apartment. It was directed by
Patrick McDonough, Moorhead
State College director of
forensics.
"Wait Until Dark" does not
involve any social comments,
hidden symbolism, or messages
to save the world. It is an oldfashioned thriller, exciting and
well-done, building to a climax
that resulted in more than one
scream from the audience.
The mood is established once
the lights dim by music from
"Shaft." The first act moves
along very slowly, establishing
the complicated plot. But the
second half whips along to the
climax with Jan Czechowski as

Baldwin as Suzy's husband,
Also appearing in the play are
Daniel Peet and David Kruse as John Snyder and Jack Peterson
the cavalry, and Tracey Wold as the confederates, Dave
as the bratty little girl.
Harry Roat and his real-life
wife, Leslie Czechowski (Suzy
Going to the Emma K. Herbst Hendrix) playing a game of wits
Playhouse is a different to see who will live. Leslie does
experience from any other an amazing job as the blind girl,
theater in Fargo-Moorhead. It to the point where the audience
by Phil Hilker
is the only theater group not has no trouble understanding
Once again it is movie quiz time and this time the questions are
associated with one of the why she trips here, and cannot
even harder. So if you dare, put on thinking cap and give this one a
colleges. It is also the only see the people there.
try. But be forewarned — that first quiz was nothing compared to
theater with a thrust of threethe toughies you will find in this one.
cornered stage. This eliminates
1) Sidney Poitier starred in this fruity picture:
any possibility of scene changes
A. A Raisin in the Sun
Gene Frumkin, one of the
but also brings the actors and
B. A Clockwork Orange
finer young poets of the US
actions out to the audience. The
C. The Grapes of Wrath
today will be on the Moorhead
theater is relatively small,
D. The Strawberry Statement
State College Campus
seating around 250-350 people.
E. Jack Lemmon
Thursday, Jan. 4.
He will
But the size makes for a
2) She won her Oscar for "Funny Girl."
conduct a workshop on poetry
personal and more relaxing
A. Barbra Streisand
and
creative
writing
in
the
atmosphere.
B. Barbara Stanwyck
Student Union at 4 p.m. and
C. Barbara Walters
read some of his latest works as
"Wait Until Dark" plays Dec.
D. Barbara Harris
well as his more well-known
15, 16 and 17 at the Emma K.
E. Barber of Seville
poems in the Union Ballroom at
Herbst Playhouse at 8:15 p.m.
8 p.m.
3) He starred in the movie "M A S H."
A. T. S. Eliot
B. Elliott Ness
C. Elliott Gould
D. Shane Gould
4) "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" starred:
A. Shirley Temple
B. Shirley McLain
C. Shirley Eaton
D. Shirley Chisholm
5) "The Wizard of Oz" featured this child actress:
opening scene. An extremely with "In the same blood that
A. Judy Garland
young and thin boy with curly you are."
B. Judy Carne
blonde locks and very
C. Judy in disguise with glasses
They comprise the most
pronounced ears gestures
D. Judy Agnew
madly while his choir boy voice f r e n z i e d g y r a t i o n s a n d
6) Raquel Welch is noted for which two outstanding roles?
drones something like, "Just as unbridled display of emotions
A. David and Lisa
sure as I'm here right now, just that one is likely to ever see.
B. Sally and St. Anne
(Unless,
of
course,
one
was
one
sure as the Lord called me to
C. Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid
give my life in His service, all of of the spastic worshippers in the
D. Porgy and Bess
you sitting out there will go movie).
E. Aw, come on, i'm not going to fall for that one.
straight to hell if you're not
7) "White Christmas" starred this crooner:
At times, Marjoe narrates
saved by His holy and precious
A. Norm Crosby
and
tells
us
the
principles
of
blood."
B. Gary Crosby
crowd dynamics; how each
C.
Crosby, Stills and Nash
With that somber preface the u t t e r a n c e b u i l d s t o t h e
D. Bing Crosby
c
l
i
m
a
c
t
i
c
"
s
p
e
a
k
i
n
g
i
n
movie goes on to tell Marjoe's
E. Bing Cherries
story: of his parents' training tongues" and ultimately, to the
8) Doris Day starred in this popular movie:
rendering
of
the
crumpled
program for their young
A. Pet Teachers
minister of the Lord (If Marjoe greenback.
B. You Get Eggroll with Six
wanted to go out and play, his
C. Flowers No Send Me
Whether we see Marjoe
mother would hold his head
D. Talk, Pillow!
under a pillow or running water, Gortner as a vicious parasite of
e
m
o
t
i
o
n
s
o
r
a
n
h
u
m
a
n
until he practiced his speeches),
Match each Redgrave with the correct movies.
the millions of dollars reaped enterprising con-man, we must
1. Michael
a. Casablanca
readily
admit
that
his
charisma
"for the Lord's work" of which
2. Vanessa
b. Fritz the Cat
Marjoe never saw a cent, the was such that he could
3.
Lynn
c.
The Bible
termination of his juvenile hypnotize crowds and bring
d.
Singin' in the Rain
them
to
frenzied
heights
of
sermons when he was fifteen
e.
Son of Flubber
ecstacy. The movie is worth
followed by a transitionary
f. Shaft
seeing
if
only
to
note
how
period, and his re-entrance to
g. Come Back, Little Sheba
professional gospel-preaching Marjoe accomplished this.
for a two-year stint.
Movie math problem
"Marjoe" is now at the Lark (Around the World in
Days-r
On the Lam) x (
Lane
The footage of those latest Theatre in Fargo with show Blacktop( x (Anne of the
Days)
Leagues Under the Sea.
r e v i v a l m e e t i n g s w a s times at 6, 8 and 10 p.m. In the
documented accurately by sly words of an off-duty Marjoe
c a m e r a m e n w h o w e r e as he rippled contentedly on his
instructed to answer countless waterbed,: "Glory gee to
"Are you saved?" questions Beezus!"

know your movies?

workshop on poetry

old time religion
rip-off: magic
By John Bakke
"Marjoe" is not for Godfearing souls with gnawing
not
doubts. "Marjoe" is
recommended by deacons,
Sunday School teachers,
missionaries, or Men of the
Cloth.
"Marjoe" is the candid and
blatant expose of Marjoe
Gortner (Christened after Mary
and Joseph) and his skilled
manipulation of unsuspecting
crowds
both as a child
preacher, ordained at the age of
four, and as an adult, touring
the gospel-tent circuit with a
band of cameramen in order to
make the movie.
The fourth generation of
preachers, Marjoe was
groomed by his greedy parents
to preach the "Gospel of the
I,ord," to lay his hands on an
unfortunate soul ana heal. He is
also to perform marriages,
much to the dismay of his
"colleagues."
"Marjoe" evokes in our
senses a feeling of
astonishment, admiration,
disgust and laughter with its

was completely covered with Carols," sung in Latin and
singers; one well-blended, Middle English, employing two
massive sound.
soloists. This text is difficult to
sing in the first place, and quite
Monteverdi's "Magnificat difficult to understand in the
Primo," edited by Robert second.
Wagner, continued the concert.
Part four of the concert was
Michael Robbins, director, entitled "Traditional Christmas
employed five soloists and an Carols." As the Varsity Choir
e i g h t - p i e c e i n s t r u m e n t a l again situated themselves in the
e n s e m b l e — s t r i n g s a n d lights, it was here that all
trombones, in addition to the formality and professionalism
choir's regular accompanist, broke down.
David Miller.
With more
practice time, however, the
The choir members relaxed
potential of this particular as Michael Robbins invited the
combination could have been audience to join in the singing of
more fairly displayed.
eight of the all-time favorites.
Song sheets had been provided.
The intermission followed as
the Women's Chorus replaced
..."Lo, How a Rose Up
the Varsity Choir on stage. Springing" ...and then "Silent
They performed Benjamin Night" ... thus the concert
Britten's "A Ceremony of concluded.

»
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Sub-zero weather forces off-campus, as well as on-campus,
students to be confined indoors. Students either neglect dinners
altogther or pack into Kise Commons and the cafeteria during
dinner breaks. Photos by Don Haagenson.

Walking six blocks for an 8 o'clocker raises havoc with the
moustache wax.
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around here. It
d upon us by a

le.

us. We know
and demanding

change,
wer hellos.
and convertibles
challenges. The
ht.
-emembered. It

Not an unfamiliar site to Minnesotans.
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final recommendations being made
for further designing of campus
By Paula Schroeder

The decrease in enrollment at
Moorhead State College seems
to have created a great deal of
problems, but in one area, it has
provided a chance to get things
done, or at least started.
The area in question concerns
the total design of the MSC
campus. During the 1960's,
expansion in enrollment and
facilities increased too rapidly
to allow total planning of the
campus — 75 per cent of the
buildings were constructed
within the last 12 years.
In the spring of 1971, the
college secured the services of
InterDesign, Inc., of
Minneapolis to do a study of the
exterior campus conditions
including pedestrian and
vehicular traffic flow, parking,
signs, exterior lighting,
landscaping and siting of future
buildings.
InterDesign submitted its
initial report in September. The
report included an analysis of
the present campus and
recommendations for the
future. It was reviewed by the
plant and development
committee, composed of
students, faculty and staff, and
headed by Earl R. Herring, vice

president for administrative
affairs.
Since that time, the
committee and InterDesign
have met several times to
discuss the master plan for the
campus. City officials have also
attended the meetings, as any
plans made by the college will
have to be approved by the City
of Moorhead.

development committee Dec.
14. after which the college will
review the plans and implement
them as funds are availble.
The revamping of the campus
will occur over a long period of
time, the most urgent changes
being taken care of first.
One problem on the campus of
concern to almost everyone in
the area is that of the traffic on
14th Street.

In their plan, InterDesign has
included every detail
necessary, including maps,
There are an estimated 14,000
recommendations and
speculations for the future.
student crossings per day at the
crosswalk and between Dahl
T h e c o m p a n y i s n o w Hall and Comstock Memorial
p r e p a r i n g i t s f i n a l Union, and 7,000 cars passing
recommendations which will these intersections.
include the results of its studies,
explanations of the concepts
they are using and a complete,
The college would prefer a
detailed plan for the main mall.
total closing of the street, but
It was decided to discuss the this would be impossible
use of the mall for the final plan according to the city fathers.
since it includes everything The next priority would be to
involved in the study, except leave it as it is now, with stop
parking. Innovations include signs at the crosswalk which
p l a n s f o r m o r e e f f i c i e n t slow down traffic to prevent
pedestrian traffic and rest accidents.
areas, lighting, landscaping,
drainage, signs for the buildings
and maps of the campus.
There are other alternatives.
This plan, and other final Traffic lights could be installed
recommendations, will be at both crossings, but even if
submitted to the plant and they are set in favor of

pedestrians, they would cause
waiting, whereas the stop signs
do not.
A bridge over the crosswalk
would seem to cause more
problems than prevent them,
according to Herring. The area
on either side of it would have to
be fenced off and it would not be
economically feasible at this
time.

Inter Design has incorporated
the traffic on 14th Street in
their plans, and may present
some other alternatives. They
are uniquely well qualified for
the job, as they have done this
type of study on other college
campuses, and Herring feels
very lucky to have acquired
them.
There is only one student on
the committee, but anyone who
is interested in having a say in
the future design of the MSC
campus should contact the
Student Senate.
Herring stresses that "the
key words are to make the
campus more beautiful and
functional." The environment
of a college should not be
overlooked any more than the
academic life should be, since
both affect the student.
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student government incorporates; can raise and spend own money n C
Recently the student
government
became
incorporated and thus formed
the Moorhead State Student
Association (MSSA). The basic
purpose in becoming
incorporated is that students
can now raise and spend their
own money rather than the
operating money from the
Student Activities Budget.
Interested people are asked to
seek the offices of the MSSA's
Board of Directors which are:
Chairman of Operations —
will act as the corporation's
signatory agent in all legally
binding agreements and
contracts, serve as the official
spokesman for MSSA, conduct
all board meetings, and carry
out directives as approved by
the Board of Directors.

GONDOLA
PIZZA
*e\VC
O

. Free
Of.
of Coke
With
Each
Large
Pizza

Ph. 236-5130

Vice-Chairman of Operations
— will carry out duties
normally assigned to a vicepresident and any other
procedures deemed under his
coi trol by the Board of
Directors.
Secretary-Treasurer — will
be in charge of distributing
agendas, keeping financial
reports and minutes, collecting
dues, and carrying out other

duties which may be assigned
by the Board.
These three officers will be
nominated and elected by the
present Board of Directors to
serve for a term of one year
beginning Jan. 16, 1973.
What are the qualifications
for the above positions?A
knowledge of business practices

or a skill in coordinating legal
programs. College credit for
Practical Work Experience
may be obtained in the Business
Department for those majors in
Business Ed., Management or
Accounting.
If you are interested and
would like further information,
please contact the Student
Senate Office 236-2150 today.

'Dollars for Scholars'
student drive planned
Steven Bond, Advocate
editor, and David Strauss,
Moorhead State College Student
Senate president, were named
co-chairman of a student
solicitation effort for the
"Dollars for Scholars" drive.
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Bond and Strauss will be in part of a telethon planned
spearheading an effort to later in the year where MSC
solicit scholarship money to students will telephone parents,
b r i n g a d d i t i o n a l c a p a b l e friends and alumni of the
students to MSC.
college to raise scholarship
money.
The student effort will consist

W A N T E D
MISSIONARIES
Different C u l t u r e s — S t r a n g e Food — T o u g h
W o r k — Long Ho u rs — N o P a y — Except,
W h a t God Gives You.
For information on our missionary life, write
FATHER TOM STREVELER, SVD
DIVINE WORD COLLEGE DEPT. E60
EPWORTH, IOWA 52045
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Include age, education, interest, address, etc.
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MISSIONARIES
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commission insures equal rights for all
By Karen Nelson

Moorhead State College
President Roland Dille has
appointed seven individuals to
serve on the campus Human
Rights Compliance Commission
(HRCC). Appointed by the
president are Alice M. Bartels,
associate professor of Music;
David L. Beaulieu, assistant
professor of Minority Group
Studies; Yvonne C. Condell,
associate professor of Biology ;
Howard G. Freeburg, director
of Secondary Education and
associate professor of
Education; William M. Jones,
Dean of the Faculty of Arts,
H u m a n i t i e s
a n d
Communications and professor
of Music; Edith B. Stevens,
instructor of Spanish; Irene
Hexum, representative for state
employees.
Serving on the state HRCC is
Sylvia Maupins, director of
Minority Student Activities.
The Minnesota State College
Board took action with regard
to equal employment
opportunities for minorities and
women by adopting a broad
statement of principles
concerning the participation of
women and minorities in the
state college system and by
creating a Human Rights
Compliance Commission.
The Minnesota State college
system, including the

chancellor's office and the
seven state colleges, shall not
discriminate against any
person in employment or in any
program affiliated with the
system because of race, color,
religion, sex, family
relationship, age, creed, or
national origin.

Each college shall develop
programs and investigate
funding sources to substantially
decrease or eliminate
educational costs to
disadvantaged students. Each
college shall evaluate
curriculums to
determine
whether they include the
contributions of minorities and
women.

One of the primary needs is to
correct discrimination against
minorities and women in the
area of salaries and employee
benefits, according to Mrs.
Stevens, "One area to be
considered first will be any
salary inequities. We are
unaware of any discrimination
but it is our duty to find out if
there is any."

Each college shall make
efforts to reflect the needs of the
community served in all
programs,
co-curricular
(outside of class) activities,
athletic programs, the
awarding of honorary degrees
and the choices of
commencement speakers.

The HRCC is also concerned
with student-related policies.
Each college will review
admissions procedure and
practices in order to eliminate
"de facto" differential
treatment of male and female
applicants. Each college shall
make special efforts to recruit
minority students and women to
traditionally male-dominated
fields.

Each college will review
athletic programs to evaluate
their equity between men's and
women's programs. Each
college shall provide health
services for men and women
students as needed without
regard to marital status,
including gynecological
services to women.
All differential regulations
based solely on sex covering
any aspect of student life shall
be removed. The colleges shall
not allow recruiters on campus
who limit their recruitment to
one sex, except where sex is a
bonafide occupational
qualification, or who do not
recruit and employ minority
persons equally.

Each college shall establish
exchange programs of students
with colleges whose student
body is predominately
minority. I n all student
recruiting particular attention
shall be given to high schools
having large minority
enrollments.

write to fight tuition hike
Approximately 15 MSC
students will devote the first
week of their Christmas
vacation to visiting area
legislators to fight the proposed
tuition hike.

David Strauss, president of
the Student Senate, says the
legislative visitations are a lastditch effort to comat the tuition
WANTED: One male roomate
hike. Strauss feels the personal
to share 3-bedroom furnished
contact with legislators in their
apartment; $50a month; at 1920
own homes is the most powerful
12th Ave S., Apartment, 4,
tool in influencing legislators.
Moorhead; phone 236-8129.
OFF-CAMPUS DWELLERS:
"The visits with legislators
are very cruicial because MSC NWB is having its annual phone
is already bracing itself for sellout. Great selection of
about thirty faculty cuts," phones!! Give one to a friend
Strauss said. "A tuition hike this Christmas. If interested,
might further devastate the dial 236-3096 and ask for Carol.
Hurry!!!
enrollment."
The legislature currently
allots one faculty position for
the equivalent of 19 full-time
undergraduate students, thus
declines in enrollment result in
faculty cuts.

home town newspapers; and 3)
encourage their parents to do
the same.

tenured," he added.
Strauss encouraged MSC
students to do three things
during Christmas vacation to
protest the pending tuition hike:
1) visit with or write letters to
their state legislators; 2) write
letters to the editors of their

"If the tuition is raised, many
MSC students will be financially
unable to return to college next
fall," Strauss added.

WANT ADS

FOR SALE: Philco solid state
component, with AM-FM tuner
and amplifier; Magnovox
stereo tape cassette recorderplayer; seven speakers of all
sizes and types; Magnovox
stereo component turntable;
men's 5-buckle, size 11 ski
boots, Milan's like new;
Magnovox
mini-portable
cassette recorder-player. Call
236-2651 anytime for info.

Fcrpo's A MccrheoiTs

it '

Most Complete

BRONX'S

PACKAGE STORE

Selections 0/

LIQUORS - AMERICAN & IMPORT - WINES - BEER
SPECIAL PRICES ON
CASE &
CASE LOTS

BEVERAGE CATERING

"MSC cannot provide quality
education and continue to lose
good young faculty," Strauss
continued. "The most recently
hired ones will be the first to be
laid off because they are not

"

ICE

SERVICE
INCLUDING FREE USE OF
AIL TYPES OF GLASSES - SERVING
BOWLS - PORTABLE BAR

BLOCK OF FREE PABKING

GIFT ITEMS • BAB ACCESSORIES

cAij 235-3122 I

CONVENIEN1LY LOCATED

MAIN & UNIV DR.

FARGO

DAKOTA BOOK EXCHANGE
• PAPERBACKS

MAGAZINES
• MAGAZINES

M Complete
o
s
t Selection in the Red River Valley"
ERNEST E. CAMPBELL, Proprietor

Open 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
STOP-SWAP-SHOP

T-SHIRTS, JACKETS
IMPRINTED
"Better Stamps Since 1885"

Seamf 70pt£t. Oetc.

Ph 7012JS SJ47 — *4 N «ttl St -BiilM
Pprfo. North PAt»t«
_

119 So. 8th St.
Moorhead
DR. HARLAN GEIGER

THE
OPTOMETRIST
PROFESSIONALS
Contact Lenses
515 1st Ave. N.- Ph. 238-1292

DRS. CARLSON & LARSON
CONTACT LENSES

OPTOMETRIST
702 CENTER AVE., MOORHEAD

CHEVYAND1973
SANDERIZED USED CARS
GET A GOOD DEAL—
A WALT SANDERS DEAL
See or call your campus car rep.,
Craig Gaier at 232-5841

Walt Sanders Chevrolet
CASSELTON, N. DAK.

5 South 8th St. - Fargo

233-1624

Chevelle SS Colonnade
Hardtop Coupe

Ftaluring One 01

COMPLETE

• HARDCOVERS

1

Sylvia Maupins. Photo by Tom Tollefson.
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Dan Retherford and Jerry Wigdahl make sure of this Dragon
Kraig Wold passes to his backcourt mate during the Dragons
game-closing stall against Macalaster Dec. 11.

Dragons up record to 4-1
By

Linda Hacksharth

Things are looking better and
better to many people
nowadays. One person who is
particularily pleased with the
outlook of things is Denny
Anderson, coach of the
Moorhead State basketball
team.
Anderson said, "Even though
our conference is supposed to be
the toughest it's ever been, I'm
optimistic that the Dragons
have a chance at the
championship." He stated that
although Winona's team
certainly would be considered
outstanding in the NIC, the top
five schools are quite equally
balanced and an upset might be
possible.
The top five in the conference,
according to a coaches poll,
Departed Tom Pederson awaits the toss of the ball while Larry would be Winona, Bemidji. U. of
Higdem hopes Tom will tip it to him in a recent junior varsity M. Morris, St. Cloud and
Moorhead. He commented,
game.
"It's possible the team that
wins the championship could
lose two games."

Many of the other guys
performed well against
Macalester also. The Scots are
known as a tough defensive
squad and the Dragons did quite
well against them. Anderson
said, "We've improved some
every game. If we keep on like

By Tim Schultheis
Quality, not quantity, is the
password for this year's junior
varsity basketballers — all
eight of them.
"We practice with ten," said
Bill Hub (fr-Ripon), "but two of
them won't be eligible until
January."
This lack of depth creates a
few problems. For example, if a
player fouls out or is injured in a
game, there may not be a
replacement ready to play at
his position. The five starters
know that fouling out is a
cardinal sin, and they carefully
avoid it.
Stamina becomes essential.
"I'm in better shape now than
I've ever been in before" said
starting guard John Carlson
(so-Marshall). "We've been
working harder, knowing that
we will have to play the whole
game."
A small squad is not ail bad,
though. Practice time is better
spent; no one sits around
watching the others practice.
"The players get more
individual help" said Coach
Hegna.
Basketball is not like football,
where many players are needed
to fill in on special teams, and
offensive and defensive teams
are kept separate. Five men
can effectiely play an entire
game, and there are five men on
this year's team that sometimes
do.
Six-foot seven center Bill
Smith (Indianapolis, IA) is the
only starting freshman. His
"steady improvement" seems
' >| HAMBURGER SPECIALISTS]

.

$me StuMe

233-4639

LAMPHIE
LOUNGE
HOLIDAY MALL
MOORHEAD. MINN.

FEATURES

that, things will look prettygood .'
The Dragons hope to continue
their improvement on Friday
when they meet the Hamline
Pipers at Hamline. Their next
home game will be Jan. 6
against Winona.

Have you tried Breunig's Lager Beer?
COME MEET SOME BEERS
YOU'VE NEVER TRIED BEFORE

COLD KEGS

^ i

"®"^e

Liquor Store

1612 Main Ave., Moortiead

Rey's Interstate Standard
WINTERIZE TIME

STANDARD

1

TUNE UPS
SNOW TIRES
ENGINE HEATERS

At Interstate 94 and Highway 75, South Moorheod

Phone 233*3051

Jayvees short in
numbers, not talent

Presently the Dragon's
record stands at four wins and
one loss. Monday night MSC
hosted the Macalester College
to please Coach Hegna. Six-foot- Scots and defeated them 68-66,
four forwards Larry Higdem in what Anderson termed "a
(so-Detroit Lakes) and Don good win for us." He said,
Johnson (so-East Grand Forks) "Macalester was one of the
return this year after playing on three best teams we've played
the freshman team last year, as the other two being Concordia
do guards John Carlson (so- and S.D.S.U.. and we played a
Marshall) and Walt Jaakola good overall game against
them."
(so-Little Fork-Big Falls).
The team had hustled its way
One thing that particularly
through five games before
Monday. They beat Huron 84-71 pleased him was Captain Dan
in the opener, before falling to R e t h e r f o r d ' s ( s r - F r a n k l i n . O H )
"Retherford had
N D S U , C o n c o r d i a , a n d performance.
some very good passes and
Worldbook (an independent
accurate shooting."
team made up partly of former
varsity players). The victory
Also. Jerry Wigdahl tsrover Valley City brought their
Rothsay). had a good night. He
record to 2-3.
came in off the bench and
Returning from winter break,
picked up seven out of nine field
Moorhead's Jayvees will face
goals, shot one for one at the
Bemidji Jan. 3 and Valley City
free throw line for 15 points.
Jan. 6. Ed Curry and Vince
Wigdahl also was good on the
Jackson, both junior college
boards, grabbing five rebounds.
transfer students, will then
Anderson stated. "It was one of
become eligible, lifting the
his best games in his career."
roster to ten.
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901 South Seventh Street - Phone237-6929 - Fargo, N.Dak
HOURS

Monday-Friday 1-5
CHRISTMAS HOURS

December 1-23
Monday-Friday 1-5
Closed Saturday
and Sunday

POTTERY - PAINTINGS
10%
CANDLES - INCENSE
Discount
PRINTS - DRAWINGS
to All
WALL HANGINGS
Students
BELLS - STONEWARE
OTHER GIFT ITEMS
If you wish to visit or shop at times other
than listed please call 237-6929.

SHIRLEY AND ORLAND ROURKE

Fargo-Moorhead's Only
Professional Ski Shop
Specializing in Both
Downhill and Cross-Country
Also Professional Instruction
in Both Downhill & Cross-Country
RENTALS AVAILABLE

SWING, INC. In A

JAZZ SESSION
• OWEN CLARK—DRUMS
• JIM WRAY—PIANO
• DALE WAGGANER—BASE

SATURDAYS—4 • 7 P.M.
STUDENTS WELCOME

VISIT THE SKI DOCTORS AT

SPORTLAND, INC.
221 Main, Moorhead, Minn.
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new faces after Christmas for Garland
By Jeff Tiedeman
To many a wrestling coach,
Christmas vacation may seem
to be disasterous, with mother's
good old home cooking and all
the New Year's Eve parties.
Dragon wrestling coach, Bill
Garland, disagrees with the
other skeptics.
"The break at Christmas is
actually good for the players,"
the Moorhead State College
mentor commented. "With the
vacation, the season is not a
long drawn out affair, and
provides the wrestlers with
some leisure time."
Garland feels that the
dedicated will come back only
three to four pounds heavier
than when they left. He added
that the break allows the
wrestlers to compete with some
of their friends who are

wrestling at other schools,
giving them the chance to pick
up some new moves.
"The break also provides
some mental rest for the
players. Mental fatigue will
wear a person out quicker than

physical fatigue," the Dragon
coach said.
After the Christmas break,
there is a possibility of five new
faces in the Dragon lineup,
according to Garland.

Dragonettes victorious
Once again the Dragonettes
reign victorious, this time
because of their winning game
over Concordia last Wednesday
on the volleyball courts of
Moorhead State College
Nemzek Hall. Both the A and
the B teams exhibited great
skill as they downed the
Cobberettes 15-9, 15-7 and 15-3,
15-5.

Coach Donella Palmer's
volleyball team wound up a
highly successful season here
last Tuesday night against
North Dakota State University.
Coming up after Christmas:
Women's
intercollegiate
basketball, gymnastics, and
badminton.

Two of the new faces for the
Dragons will be Karl Boehmer
(fr-North Nunterdon, NJ),
who was second in the New
Jersey state tournament, and
Jeff Olson (fr-Moorhead),
former Spud grappler.

Next action for the Dragons is
against the University of
Minnesota-Morris, at 7:30 p.m.,
Jan. 11, at Alex Nemzek
Fieldhouse.

Garland hopes not even a 20
pound turkey with trimmings,
In their latest dual meet, the will deter wrestlers from
Dragons came out victorious, coming back in shape for this
defeating the University of meet.
North Dakota 19-15.

NEWEST
SHOP
AROUND

CONTEMPORARY
IS THE WORD
Cards
Plaques
Banners

Latest in model styles,
gifts and miscellaneous.

SHAKARA'S JUNKTIQUE
& ALTERATION SHOP
321 Roberts St. Fargo

HURLEY'S
622 - 2nd Ave. No.

Fargo

Open 9a.m.-9 p.m.
'Til Christmas

My boy friend has enough
money left over to keep me
happy because he buys
all his stereotapes at

MUSIC CENTER
For '2.89.
514 Broadway, Fargo

NOW TWO STORES
Downtown And West Acres
in a solitaire is a quality that has always been treasured.
We have a fine selection of traditionally styled solitaires
from which to choose. We cordially invite your inspection!

Dec. 7 match, won by the Dragons 19-15.

pMtQ by Roger Hunf

Rib Rack
Jet. of 75 & Co. 2
12 miles south of Moorhead
A PEACEFUL
PLACE TO DRINK
Beer & Set Ups

7 Days a Week

Downtown
Monday,
Noon
Till
9:00

JEWELERS

Since 1914
64 It roadway

Special Terms For Students

West Acres
Mon.-Fri.
9:30-9:00
Sat. 9:30-6:00
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faculty, administrators near $20,000 in launching new fund
At their second report session
Dec. 12, division solicitation and
team captains in a current
scholarship fund drive being
conducted among Moorhead
State College teachers and
administrators reported nearly
$19,000 already pledged.

is Phase I of a multi-phase drive
originated by the MSC Faculty
and called "Dollars for
Scholars".

scholarships may help stem
further enrollment decreases in
the near future.

Dr. Glarence Glasrud,
contributed or pledged $2,436 by
the first report session, held late chairman of the Faculty Senate
and Dr. John Jenkins, associate
Dec. 8.
dean of Administrative Affairs
The final report session for are general chairman of the
the faculty drive is planned for 4 faculty and administration
drives respectively.
p.m. Dec. 14.

Professional Studies, the
Main purpose of the drive is to fund-drive division composed
raise substantial amounts in largely of Education Dept.
new money that MSC can use to faculty members, reported the
offer scholarship aids to more largest amount raised with
This figure is almost two- top quality students now kept
$2,810.
thirds of the $25,000 goal.
from enrolling by current high
costs of tuition and other college
Faculty members in the Arts,
This
faculty-administrator expenses.
H
u m a n i t i e s
a n d
drive, scheduled to end Dec. 14,
A v a i l a b i l i t y o f m o r e Communications Division had

Already being planned as
future phases of the drive arespecial appeals to be made
early in 1973 to area alumni,
businessmen, alumni and
parents of MSC students.

Dick Gilderhus, a Moorhead
oil distributer and vicepresident of the MSC
Foundation, is over-all
chairman of the other drive
phases.

Presidents of six state
colleges and two universitites in
North Dakota have
unanimously recommended
elimination of North Dakota
laws regulating nonresident
tuition fees and defining
nonresident students.

the way, others will follow, and
all will profit from the infusion
of new blood that creates more
cosmopolitan campuses at
which the youths of our state
gain exposure to youths raised
in other environments and with
different attitudes and beliefs.

Many of these new students
may eventually make their
permanent homes in North
Dakota, thus assisting the state
in curbing its problem of
declining population."

N.D. non-resident fees may be cancelled
Authority in both areas should
be delegated to the North
Dakota State Board of Higher
Education, according to the
North Dakota Council of College
Presidents.
The council recently endorsed
a proposal calling for
elimination of two sections of
the North Dakota Century Code
concerned with nonresident
students at North Dakota
institutions of higher education.
Council representatives
agreed that statutory limits
binding minimum nonresident
tuition to similar minimum fees
charged in the neighboring
states of Minnesota, South
Dakota and Montana deprive
North Dakota of the power to
determine nonresident fees on
the basis of its own unique
situation. Non resident students
typically pay about three times
as much tuition as North
Dakota residents.
The Council's legal consultant
observed that by discriminating
between different age groups of
adult residents of this state and
by determining residency
qualifications of students from
18 to 21 on the basis of their
parents' place of residence, the
definition of nonresident
student could well be based
upon an "unreasonable
classification."
Such a classification,
according to the consultant,
could at any time be ruled in
violation of th Equal Protection
Clause in the 14th Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution.
By continuing this
classification in statutory status
the state legislature, which
meets only once every two
years, deprives North Dakota of
the flexibility it will need to
adjust these nonresident rules
to the extent required by future
court decisions, the council was
advised.
Bascially, the first of the two
laws the council has
recommended the legislature
should consider repealing
provides that: "The amount
(tuition fee) on the
undergraduate level shall not be
less than the average
nonresident tuition charged for
the preceding fall registration
by similar state-supported

i n s t i t u t i o n s i n t h e s t a t e s under the North Dakota law,
bordering
upon North Dakota remain unable to establish
yy
residency for in-state tuition
Under the second statute, a fees until one or the other is 22."
nonresident student is defined
as follows: "A student less than
The existing law requires a
twenty-one years of age whose full year of residency after age
parents, custodial parent or 21 before a student can begin
guardian resides in another paying fees at the resident
state ... or whose parents, level.
custodial parent or guardian
has resided within this state for
Among the worst off of those
a period of less than twleve effected by the North Dakota
months immediately prior to law are students under 21 who
the date of his registration..." began attending state schools
Should the existing statutes while parents were residents of
b e r e p e a l e d , t h e c o u n c i l North Dakota, but subsequently
recommends that the one lost their residency status when
remaining section dealing with their parents moved to other
the general power of the State states.
Board of Higher Education
regarding fees be amended so
that the Board is given the
express power "To fix
registration or matriculation
fees and other incidental fees to
be paid by students in the
various institutions under its
control or in any department
thereof, including a nonresident
fee for students classified as
such by rules and regulations of
the board." Similar statutes are
already in effect in both
Minnesota and South Dakota.
"While there are many
inequitities in the existing
nonresident tuition law and in
defining residency, the most
flagrant is that which limits
residency to persons 21 and
older (age of majority now 18),"
said a Council of Presidents
spokesman. "An emancipated
student and his wife or husband
might have lived at places far
removed from their parents for
more than four years and yet,

It is just a such a situation
that has brought about a lawsuit
by an NDSU student against the
North Dakota State Board of
Higher Education — a suit
currently underway in the State
District Court at Fargo.

Featuring Shoes With You In Mind
"Open Monday And Thursday Nites

How to
sound like a professional
on an
amateur's budget.

Those arguing against
lowering out-of-state tuition
contend that North Dakota
should continue to bind itself to
tuition levels set at
universities and colleges in
bordering states because 'it's
the fair way of arriving at fees'
or because 'North Dakota
shouldn't support students from
other states with its funds.'
"While these arguments may
sound somewhat logical from a
financial standpoint, they are
provincial and somewhat
shortsighted " said the council
spokesman. "If we begin to lead

Town And Country Flowers
1301 - 2nd St. So., Moorhead - Dial 233-1323

Say It With A Flower
PLENTY OF PARKING
FREE DELIVERY

SONY T C - 3 5 3 ECONOMY THREE-HEAD

STEREO TAPE SYSTEM
with Lid-Integrated Speakers
In one easy-to-afford package, here is everything you
need for professional-quality home and away-fromhome recording. A significant advance in portable
reel-to-reel systems, the sensational new SONY TC353 offers a multitude of sophisticated features
found only in much more expensive recorders.
FEATURES:

Sinkler Optical Co.
LATEST STYLE
GLASS— FRAMES — SUNGLASSES

236-5048

BROKEN FRAMES REPLACED
LENSES DUPLICATED
Serving This Community
Since 1947
Eighth Street Professional Center

1022 S. 8

Downtown Moorhead

MOORHEAD

Three-Heads for Tape Source Monitoring
Sound-on-Sound and Echo
Built-in Reel Locks
Tape Select Switch
Three Speeds: 7Vz, 33i, and l7s ips
Stereo Control Center

Pause Control with Lock
Scrape Flutter Filter
Non-Magnetizing Record Head
Automatic Tape Lifters
Public Address Capability
Automatic Shut-Off

iterated
208 Broadway
Fargo

SONY®

SUPERSCOPE

Brookdale
Moorhead

You never
heard it s o good
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CA expansion rests on state funds
By Calvin Singleton

The Moorhead State College
Center for the Arts building is
too small for its present
enrollment. Plans to build
additions to the present building
are well into the making.
Whether or not these plans are
put into effect hinges on the
decisions of the 1973 Minnesota
State Legislature, which must
decide whether or not to
appropriate the needed funds.

If the state legislature is to
appropriate the money for the
project it may rely heavily on
the recommendations of the
Legislative Building
Commission (LBC). The LBC is
composed of five members of
the House of Representatives
and five members of the Senate.
The LBC visited MSC Nov. 5,
1971. The L B C members
reviewed a prepared analysis of
present space, enrollment and
At present the plans call for long term needs of the MSC
additions extending the present campus.
Center of the Arts building east
into parking lot C and south into
In a report thai will be
the empty field located there. published in a few weeks the
These new additions would be LBC makes recommendations
c o n n e c t e d t o t h e p r e s e n t to the 1973 legislature as to
building by means of common what funds appropriate for
lobbys.
building projects in the state. If
If the new building is ever
completed, the music
department woudl absorb the
present art department's space.
The art department would then
transfer to the new southern
addition. Speech and theater
departments would stay put and
the new C lot addition would be
used for educational classroom
classes.
The present space, as art
students who work in the
hallways know, is inadequate.
Plans for the present building
were made in 1961 when
enrollment was between 1,200
and 1,500, and the building was
constructed for an expected
enrollment of 2,500 students.
When the contemporary
building was completed in 1966,
enrollment had already reached
2,500 and since then has
doubled. Hence the present
crowded conditions developed.

If the appropriations, which
are to the tune of $3.6 million, do
pass, contractors would bid
during the summer of 1973 and
construction could begin in the
summer or fall of that year. An
estimated 18-23 months of
construction puts completion
near the summer of 1975. The
project is totally state funded
and cannot be carried out
without the appropriation of
the LBC does not recommend state funds.

Wood's Package Store
1552 Main Ave. Fargo
HAS FREE ICE AND
FRONT DOOR PARKING

Cold Kegs

you ar e paying f or

Now the architect starts on
the working drawings and the
final specifications of the
project. If the 1973 state
legislature approves the funds
for the building, these drawings
and plans will be turned over to
contractors for bidding.
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For The Advocate
Is Jan. 11,1973

Holiday Liquors

235-2221

Holiday Mall

EVERY DAY SPECIAL
CENTER CUT
qq (
PORK CHOPS Lb. O«/

4

Moorhead

*

SHOP . . . SAVE ON MEATS

When you are planning your holiday parties
plan to make Holiday Liquors your first stop ...
featuring the finest selection of Wines, Liquors,
and Beers in the Fargo-Moorhead Area.

Your One Stop Meat Shop'

1.143th. St. S.
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Moorhead

CHILLED WINES —COLD KEGS

For Those Who Choose
Only The Best

Michelin
Radial
l; MUCNCItM|

SANTA ROSA

$300.00

the tire
with the steel
safety belt inside

We modestly feel that the Michelin-X is the Number One radial in the
world!
It actually costs you less the longer you drive ... and it lasts longer
than ordinary tires.
Wet pavements? Fast curves? Sharp corners?

SCANDI A

$400.00

Keepsake Diamond Solitaires

Two years ago the 1971 State
Legislature appropriated
$165,000 for the planning of the
new additions. Since then,
preliminary plans have been
completed (16-21 months of
actual planning). The
preliminary plans set the siting
for the project.

AdvocateH6e

Arp you getting the servae

When the students were
forced to work in the hallways,
they found that when they
moved their projects to and
from storage the projects
sometimes got misplaced and
damaged. The new building
would alleviate much of the
problem by allowing each
student more space.

The new building would allow
enough space for an extra 85,000
square feet, for the present
enrollment plus a "modest"
increase in the enrollment.
Even though enrollments are
now on the decline it is expected
that in a few years enrollments
will start to increase again.

appropriation of the needed
funds the chances of the
appropriation passing
legislation is greatly
diminished. The LBC, however,
is only meant to make
recommendatins and the
possibility of appropriations
passing without i t
recommending them does exist.

The ultimate in beauty and bril
liance . . . Keepsake Solitaires,
guaranteed, registered, perfect.

WEST ACRES
KEEPSAKE
DIAMOND
CENTER

The unique radial construction combined with the internal steel-cord safety belt, virtually
eliminates flats and blowouts!
Compare to the "Ordinaries." You'll have more steering control and better traction with
Michelin-X.
When installed on domestic cars you'll get at least 40,000 miles of actual tread wear.We
guarantee it in writing.
SEE US TODAY. We'll show you why we say, "It pays to ride on the best!"
"Michelin guarantee covers 40,000 mile tread life, defects in workmanship and materials
and normal road hazards (excluding repairable punctures), is limited to free repair, or
credit, or refund equal to original purchase price multiplied by percentage of guaranteed
mileage not run (at Michelin's option), and is conditioned upon use with "Airstop" tubes
(where applicable) and non-commercial use on passenger car or station wagon."

Fargo Tire Company
2020 Main Ave., Fargo Phone 232-7177

